Warm rock keeps North America from drowning, geologists say
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Much of North AmerÂ-iÂ-ca would be unÂ-derÂ-waÂ-ter were it not for heat that makes rock buoyÂ-ant,
new reÂ-search inÂ-diÂ-cates. SciÂ-enÂ-tists listÂ-ed varÂ-iÂ-ous parts of the conÂ-tiÂ-nent that stay afloat
thanks to heat withÂ-in Earthâ€™s rocky crust, and how far those reÂ-gions would sink beÂ-neath sea
levÂ-el if they lacked that heat-inÂ-duced lift.On the coast, New York City would sit 1,427 feet (435
meÂ-ters) beÂ-low the AtÂ-lanÂ-tic; New OrÂ-leans 2,416 feet (736 meÂ-ters) unÂ-derÂ-waÂ-ter and Los
AnÂ-geÂ-les 3,756 feet (1,145 meÂ-ters) beÂ-neath the PaÂ-cifÂ-ic, reÂ-searchÂ-ers said. RathÂ-er than
perched a mile high (1.6 kilomeÂ-ters), DenÂ-ver would be 727 feet (222 meÂ-ters) beÂ-low sea
levÂ-el.â€œIf you subÂ-tracted the heat that keeps North AmerÂ-iÂ-can elevaÂ-tÂ-ions high, most of the
conÂ-tiÂ-nent would be beÂ-low sea levÂ-el, exÂ-cept the high Rocky MounÂ-tains, the SiÂ-erÂ-ra
NeÂ-vada, and the PaÂ-cifÂ-ic NorthÂ-west west of the CasÂ-cade Range,â€• said DerÂ-rick HasÂ-terok of
the UnÂ-iversÂ-ity of Utah in Salt Lake City, a reÂ-searcher on the stuÂ-dy.TypÂ-icÂ-ally,
geÂ-olÂ-oÂ-gists atÂ-tribÂ-ute difÂ-ferÂ-ences in elevaÂ-tÂ-ion to moveÂ-ments of secÂ-tions of the
Earthâ€™s crust called tecÂ-tonÂ-ic plates, mountain-building colÂ-liÂ-sions, and sinkÂ-ing or
â€œsubÂ-ducÂ-tionâ€• of old seafloor. But HasÂ-terok and his UnÂ-iversÂ-ity of Utah coÂ-auÂ-thor
DaÂ-vid S. ChapÂ-man say tecÂ-tonÂ-ic forcÂ-es conÂ-tribÂ-ute to elevaÂ-tÂ-ion by afÂ-fectÂ-ing the
comÂ-poÂ-siÂ-tion and temÂ-perÂ-aÂ-ture of rock that they move. For exÂ-amÂ-ple, as crusÂ-tal plates
colÂ-lide to form mounÂ-tains like the HimÂ-aÂ-laÂ-yas, the mounÂ-tains rise beÂ-cause the colÂ-liÂ-sion
makes lighter crusÂ-tal rock get thicker and warmÂ-er, thus more buoyÂ-ant.
â€œWe have shown for the
first time that temÂ-perÂ-aÂ-ture difÂ-ferÂ-ences withÂ-in the Earthâ€™s crust and upÂ-per manÂ-tle
exÂ-plain about half of the elevaÂ-tÂ-ion of any givÂ-en place in North AmerÂ-iÂ-ca,â€• with most of the
rest due to difÂ-ferÂ-ences in what the rocks are made of, ChapÂ-man said. The findÂ-ings were pubÂ-lished
on June 23 as two reÂ-ports in the JourÂ-nal of GeoÂ-physÂ-iÂ-cal Research-Solid Earth.
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